
The Age of Innocence
A Dilettante’s Dilemma
Chapters 14-18

LECTURE OVERVIEW

Topic
‘For all that he aspires to, Newland Archer learns nothing of himself.’ In the light of your reading of the 
novel, discuss how far you agree with this comment.

Thesis
The Age of Innocence is at a heart a Bildungsroman, a novel of education in which its protagonist finally 
achieves the wisdom and accepts the ‘reality’ of his narrow world. To an extent, Book One does present 
a Newland Archer who by persisting in his romantic fantasies, ‘learns nothing’. Yet, one must 
acknowledge that it is his temptation - his entrancement by Ellen Olenska and all that she represents - 
that will lead him to the maturity to be ‘at peace with himself’.

Methods
- Perspective: Newland Archer’s point of view
- Perspective: The cold, ironic narrator commenting on Newland
- Perspective: Ellen Olenska’s dialogue and assessment of their situation
- Characterisation: Ned Winsett and Ellen Olenska as character foils
- Motifs: The ‘buried’ life, patterns, fire and warmth
- Narrative structure: Three conversations in Ch 17 meant to ‘guide’ Archer

Concerns
- Innocence and maturity; visions and realities
- Archer’s dilemma: the conflict between security and freedom
- The (binding) social and moral codes of Old New York

Literary Questions
- What is akrasia and how is it relevant to Newland Archer’s growing dilemma?
- What is Newland Archer torn between? How does he see his future with May?
- How is the novel structured around Newland Archer’s journey of self-realisation?
- How do the characters of Ned Winsett and Ellen Olenska contrast Newland Archer?
- How does Ch 17 accelerate the tension in the novel and highlight Archer’s ‘innocence’?
- How does Ch 18 o!er the reader an ironic glimpse of Newland Archer’s lecture in Ch 12?
- Why does Wharton place the wedding announcement at the end of Ch 18?
- Why does Wharton portray a ‘laughing’ Newland Archer at the end of Book One?
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AN AGE FOR INNOCENCE
As Cynthia Wol! posits, the opening of the novel o!ers an unflattering portrayal of its protagonist. 
Vain, self-important and ‘impelled’ to act heroically, Newland Archer is mocked by Wharton’s narrator 
for embodying the very patriarchal excesses he deems himself superior to. Wharton’s portrayal of 
Archer in the opening chapters is drenched in irony: while ‘Archer tried to console himself with the 
thought that he was not quite such an ass as Larry Le!erts’ (36), the reader is left to infer that he is.

When we first encounter him, Newland is decent and honorable enough... The most appalling possibility presented 
by the novel is that Newland might never grow beyond his  smug, limited understanding of his duties in the 
world and his relationships within it,  that he might become a kind of carbon copy of Larry Lefferts and his friends. 
The opening chapter hints clearly at such a possibility (Introduction, xxv).

Newland Archer’s pursuit of maturity arguably begins in Chapter 6, where he contemplates May as an 
‘artificial product’ of mechanical, oppressive New York. His doubts about the prospective ‘placid’ 
marriage with May - a symbol of social ‘form’ - reflect his swelling dissatisfaction with the cold 
brutalities of his reality. A self-fashioned dilettante, Newland clearly aspires to be more than a cog in 
the ‘powerful engine’ of New York. He expresses his discontent to May but the latter responds without 
the a"rmation he seeks:

"Original! We're all as like each other as those dolls cut out of the same folded paper. We're like patterns 
stencilled on a wall. Can't you and I strike out for ourselves, May?" (Ch 10, 68)

These images of uniformity connote Archer’s frustrations but also suggest that he will break free from 
‘good Form’ to realise his own identity. However, the enlightened reader knows that May is unlikely to 
grant him the freedom to ‘strike out’ or the ‘romantic... sentiments’ (58) that appeals to the dilettante 
within him; Archer, as the narrator informs us, forcefully renounces her as an ‘artificial product’ - one of 
‘those dolls’ ‘cunningly manufactured’ by society earlier in Chapter 6.

Thus, it would be unfair to say that Wharton’s protagonist learns nothing when Archer has come to 
discover his own surroundings. Wharton furthers this flight of inquisition in Chapter 14, where Archer 
compares himself to other young New Yorkers, having little hope of advancing in their careers, and sees 
their ‘green mould of the perfunctory’ spreading slowly but surely towards his own existence (103). The 
image of decay here reinforces the ‘buried future’ (114) that Archer is afraid of and so fills him with a 
‘sudden exasperation at the elaborate futility of his life’ (103). Here, the choice of ‘filled with’ and 
‘futility’ present his now overwhelming longing - desperation even - to escape his imprisonment in the 
‘narrow’ but comfortable way of life like many a New Yorker.

It made Archer shiver to think that it might be spreading over him  too. He had, to be sure, other tastes and 
interests;  he spent his vacations in European travel,  cultivated the "clever people" May spoke of, and generally tried to 
"keep up," as he had somewhat wistfully put it to Madame Olenska. But once he was married, what would become of 
this  narrow margin of life in which his real experiences were lived? He had seen enough of other young men who 
had dreamed his dream, though perhaps  less ardently,  and who had gradually sunk into the placid and luxurious 
routine of  their elders. (Ch 14, 103) 
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THE FLAME
Somewhat understandably, Archer is drawn (or compels himself to be drawn) to Ellen Olenska for her 
freedom, mystery and intellect, the qualities missing from the ‘placid and luxurious routine’ he is 
repulsed by. His encounters with Ellen are often described in sensory terms, where her fan gives him 
the ‘thrill of a caress’ and her speech ‘touched him’. These images portray a growing e!ulgence of 
emotion that can be read - as Newland does - as the fulfilment of ‘his dream’ and escape into a ‘far-o!’ 
world of ‘romantic sentiments’ (as he envisions Olenska’s Bohemian dwelling). His relationship, as the 
detached narrator tells us, connects Archer to his ‘deeper feelings’ and ‘the pleasurable excitement of 
being in a world where action followed on emotion with such Olympian speed’ (134).

However, Wharton subtly suggests that Archer’s passion, e!usively expressed from Chapters 8 to 15, is 
a sign of innocence rather than maturity. The narrator patently undermines Archer’s romantic fantasies 
in Chapter 13, o!ering the reader a rhetorical question, ‘Wherein... made the young man's heart beat 
with a kind of retrospective excitement?’. After this episode at Wallack’s Theatre, the reader 
understands that Archer is in fact projecting his own ‘tragic and moving’ visions onto his mundane ‘daily 
run of experience’ (94). These ‘thrill[ing]’ operatic experiences may well deliver an ‘electric shock’ to 
Newland’s life but are ultimately, as the quote from Chapter 14 implies, not the ‘real experiences’ in his 
‘narrow margin’ that he must come to accept (103). As Wharton suggests, his ‘awkward’, boyish 
infatuation is and cannot be an end unto itself; it is but a means to the maturity (and eventual 
submission to social norms), just like ‘the other young men who dreamed his dream’.

LA VIE BOHEME
The character of Ned Winsett o!ers Archer and the reader a counter-point by which Archer should 
weigh his own dilemma. Representing ‘part of the boring “Bohemian” pose’ (100), Ned is portrayed as 
an artist figure who shares a ‘common fund of intellectual interests and curiosities’ with Archer but little 
other similarity. It would seem that Ned serves as a cautionary tale or warning shot for Newland’s 
aspirations towards ‘exquisite literary appreciations’:

Winsett was not a journalist by choice. He was a pure man of letters,  untimely born in a world that had no 
need of letters;  but after publishing one volume of brief and exquisite literary appreciations, of which one hundred 
and twenty copies  were sold, thirty given away, and the balance eventually destroyed by the publishers  (as  per 
contract) to make room for more marketable material, he had abandoned his real calling, and taken a sub-
editorial job on a women's weekly...

On the subject of "Hearth-fires" (as the paper was called)  he was inexhaustibly entertaining;  but beneath his fun 
lurked the sterile bitterness of the still young man who has tried and given up. His conversation always made 
Archer take the measure of  his own life, and feel how little it contained (Ch 14, 101).

"The fact is, life isn't much a fit for either of us," Winsett had once said. "I'm down and out;  nothing to be done 
about it.  I've got only one ware to produce, and there's  no market for it here, and won't be in my time. But you're 
free and you're well-off. Why don't you get into touch? There's only one way to do it: to go into politics." 

Archer threw his head back and laughed. There one saw at a flash the unbridgeable difference between men 
like Winsett and the others—Archer's kind. (Ch 14, 101).

In a more optimistic light, Wharton employs Ned Winsett as a guide to Archer. He reminds Archer that 
he remains financially and socially ‘free’ and ‘well-o!’, the word ‘but’ underscoring the ‘unbridgeable 
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di!erence’ between their socio-economic circumstances. His name (‘Winsett’) is justifiably ironic, a 
linguistic nod to how he is a ‘down and out’ failure who is left with no choice but to become a journalist 
for a second-rate, or even third-rate, publication. The connection between the two characters is 
crystallised in commanding fashion by the narrator. If Ned ‘always made Archer take the measure of his 
own life, and feel how little it contained’, Archer should realise that his romantic and literary fantasies - 
beyond the ‘little[ness]’ of his reality - are untenable. Instead of likewise abandoning his ‘calling’, Archer 
recklessly continues his pursuit of the Countess. As the narrator implies in the comparison, he may too 
reach a similar ‘sterile bitterness’ once he realises that his desires will have to be relinquished.

Even if Wharton’s narrator satirises Ned’s ‘savage abhorrence of social observances’ (i.e. he is dirty), he 
can be upheld as an ‘ideal’ - an individual brutalised by harsh, unfair social circumstances can emerge 
stronger and wiser. In this light, Ned Winsett can be seen as a pivotal ‘minor’ character in Archer’s quest 
for maturity, who outlines the path of ‘trying and giving up’ that Archer is boarding.

WARNING SIGN(S)
As Archer accelerates towards the ‘tragic and moving possibilities’ of a life with Ellen Olenska, Wharton 
inserts him into three separate dialogues with Mrs Archer, Mrs Mingott and Medora Manson in Chapter 
17. Each character subtly or decidedly o!ers him advice which he does not take.

- Mrs Archer ‘drew her lips together. ‘She certainly lays herself out to please... It’s just my old-
fashioned feeling; dear May is my ideal.’ Archer spells out the obvious: ‘Ah... they’re not alike’ (124). 

- Mrs. Mingott: ‘Now, why in the world didn’t you marry my little Ellen?’, ‘And now it’s too late; her life 
is finished’ (125).

- Medora Manson reminds Archer that Ellen ‘had it all’: the Count’s ‘matchless terraced gardens’, 
‘historic pearls’, ‘Sobieski emeralds’ (131), ‘Pictures, priceless furniture, music’ and the ‘homage of the 
greatest’ (132).

The chapter ends resoundingly on a reminder that ‘After all, marriage is marriage... and [Ellen] is still a 
wife...’ (132). Wharton ironically places Mrs Mingott and Medora Manson, famous for their eccentricity 
and disregard for social customs, in the role of dissuader: even the most unlikely figures in the novel call 
upon the need to observe social form and the dignity of marriage and abandon his romantic ‘visions’ of a 
life with Ellen. Clinging onto a life ‘outside’ narrow New York, Archer chooses to learn nothing from 
these voices of experience.
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ARCHER AND AKRASIA 
Chapter 18 o!ers the reader compelling evidence of akrasia. This ancient Greek term refers to a 
weakness of will or more precisely, the state of acting against one’s better judgement Archer commits 
when he suggests that he will not ‘marry May after this’. The cognitive verbs in his meeting with Ellen in 
Chapter 9 (he ‘wondered’, ‘inclined’ and ‘fancied’) that express a more distant, lawyer-like scrutiny give 
way to a more emotive lexicon in the latter chapters. Archer ‘felt himself drawn to [Ellen] by obscure 
feelings of jealousy and pity’ (95), ‘felt a distinct disappointment on learning that she was away’ (104), 
‘the blood rose to his temples’ (108) and finds himself ‘enchanted’ by the ‘so warm, so rich, and yet so 
ine!ably tender’ world of ‘human passions’ (114). His near-obsessive ‘plunge’ into the ‘sensuous joy’ is 
described by the narrator as an illusion shattered by reality:

All through the night he pursued through those enchanted pages  the vision of a woman who had the face of 
Ellen Olenska;  but when he woke the next morning, and looked out at the brownstone houses across the street,  and 
thought of his desk in Mr. Letterblair’s office, and the family  pew in Grace Church, his hour in the park of Skuytercliff 
became as far outside the pale of  probability as the visions of  the night (Ch 15, 114, emphasis mine).

Wharton suggests that it is Archer who consciously and deliberately ‘pursue[s]’ his romantic visions 
despite seeing lucidly (‘looked out’) his obligations to dull New York, to work, to family and to the 
church. It is a literal and figurative awakening that Archer ignores to his own detriment. Nearing the end 
of Book One, the reader is left with an Archer who sees but fails to accept these pale probabilities.

AN AGE FOR EXPERIENCE
Instead, Wharton’s dilettante protagonist continues to misread Ellen Olenska as a vulnerable, tragic 
heroine in Chapter 18. Through Newland’s perspective, the narrator describes Ellen’s ‘lip trembling like a 
child's’ (138) and Archer having ‘heard a faint stifled crying like a child’s (139). In quixotic1  fashion, 
Wharton projects Archer as a ‘kind and good’ hero who a!ords ‘guidance’ and preservation to a ‘lonely’ 
and ‘afraid’ damsel in distress.

She smiled a little under her wet lashes. "I shan't be lonely now. I was lonely;  I was afraid. But the emptiness and 
the darkness  are gone;  when I turn back into myself now I'm like a child going at night into a room where there's 
always a light." (Ch 18, 141)

"Just imagine," she said, "how stupid and unobservant I was! I knew nothing of all this till Granny blurted it 
out one day. New York simply meant peace and freedom  to me: it was coming home. And I was so happy at being 
among my own people that every one I met seemed kind and good, and glad to see me.  But from the very beginning," 
she continued, "I felt there was no one as kind as you...” (Ch 18, 140)

However, the enlightened reader knows that these are delusions part of Archer’s own fantastical ‘opera’. 
If anything, Ellen Olenska is the protagonist of her own Bildungsroman, reflecting on how ‘stupid and 
unobservant’ she was in knowing ‘nothing’ of the scandal surrounding her. The repeated use of the first-
person (‘I’), coupled with the past tense (‘was’, ‘knew’) highlight her anagnorisis; she comes to a gleaming 
moment of discovery that New York does not present ‘peace and freedom’ or ‘kind and good’ people. 
She has matured beyond glancing at ‘simple’ appearances (‘simply’, ‘seemed’) to knowledge of her 
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situation. Even though she concedes that she is ‘like a child’, her dialogue reveals a wisdom and  
cognisance missing from Archer’s vision of her as tragic victim:

- ‘I shan't be lonely now. I was lonely; I was afraid. But the emptiness and the darkness are gone...’

- ‘I must go where I am invited.’, ‘it mustn’t’, ‘this had to be’

"Ah, my poor Newland—I suppose this  had to be. But it doesn't in the least alter things," she said, looking 
down at him in her turn from the hearth. 

"It alters the whole of  life for me." 
"No, no—it mustn't, it can't. You're engaged to May Welland; and I'm married." 
He stood up too, flushed and resolute. "Nonsense! It's  too late for that sort of thing. We've no right to lie to other 

people or to ourselves. We won't talk of  your marriage; but do you see me marrying May after this?" (Ch 18, 142)

In contrast to the first half of the Archer Bildungsroman, there is no akrasia in the narrative of Ellen 
Olenska. While Archer initially perceives New York as a ‘hieroglyphic’ universe built on illusion, he acts 
against his own wisdom and insists, like a child, that they have ‘no right to lie to other people or to 
ourselves’. Ellen Olenska vehemently rejects these ‘visions’ of a ‘we’ and of freedom to be true to 
oneself without regard for the social code. By the end of the Book, it is Ellen, not Newland, who accepts 
the ‘well-mannered brutalities’ (Wol!) of Old New York that will always supersede the individual. The 
sacred social institutions of engagement and marriage ‘mustn’t’ and ‘can’t’ be broken for individual 
desire. Ironically, it is Newland who delivers the very lecture (without him fully understanding what it 
means) that Ellen has heeded:

"The individual, in such cases, is nearly always sacrificed to what is supposed to be the collective 
interest:  people cling to any convention that keeps the family together—protects the children, if there are any," he 
rambled on, pouring out all the stock phrases  that rose to his  lips in his intense desire to cover over the ugly reality 
which her silence seemed to have laid bare. 

If we were to read Book One in isolation, the dilettante of the novel certainly ‘learns nothing’ other 
than his discontent with the ‘ugly reality’ of social form and its ‘stock phrases’. In almost diametrical 
opposition, it is ‘poor Ellen’ who is first to achieve the ‘self-realisation’ and maturity native to the 
Bildungsroman. Ellen Olenska accepts the intolerable cruelties of the social hierarchy and bows to ‘the 
collective interest’. At the end of Book One, the reader is left with a ‘Poor Newland’ who chooses 
visions and so, shields himself from the harsh, unrelenting light (‘illumination’) of reality. Even as late as 
Chapter 29, Newland Archer resists his social duty and refuses to be ‘sacrificed’:

She laughed again, more gently. "No;  I shan't get out and walk, because my business is to get to Granny's as 
quickly as I can. And you'll sit beside me, and we'll look, not at visions, but at realities." 

"I don't know what you mean by realities. The only reality to me is this." 
She met the words  with a long silence,  during which the carriage rolled down an obscure side-street and then 

turned into the searching illumination of  Fifth Avenue. (Ch 29, 238)
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It is apt then that the writer places May Welland’s telegram (to inform him of their wedding on Easter 
day) in the final part of Book One. For all of Archer’s attempts to ‘annihilate the news’ and his 
obligations to both families, ‘A light’ symbolically shines ‘through the door’ as if calling Archer to accept 
the reality of his situation. Equally symbolic is the date chosen. Easter is the celebration of Jesus’s 
resurrection, of a new birth and a new hope; in Book Two and through his marriage with May Welland, 
Newland Archer will be o!ered an opportunity to re-enter the ‘powerful engine’ of Old New York.

CONCLUSION
While we might agree with R. W. B. Lewis and see Newland as a ‘poor Archer’ who misses the mark2, 
Wharton does develop the ‘innocent’ Newland of Book One into an introspective adult in Chapter 34 - 
‘victorious’ in his final acceptance of his place (away from Ellen Olenska and far-o!, ‘perverse’ lands). 
‘Poor Newland’, however tragic or pathetic he may be, does finally abandon his visions for mundane 
reality. The novel is a Bildungsroman, one with a lesson that is at best bittersweet.

Cynthia Griffin Wolff, reading the book as  a Bildungsroman, claims that Archer learns the same lessons as  Goethe’s 
Wilhem  Meister: “acceptance of ‘reality’ and dedication to generativity” (conformity);  according to Wolff, Archer has 
been a “victim of [Society’s] well-mannered brutalities” and is by the close of the novel “a man at peace with 
himself.” Jeanne Boydston sees  Archer emerging as  a model citizen who after his  wife’s death “becomes an emblem  of 
motherhood, a clearly sympathetic and victorious character.”

Emily J Orlando, ‘Rereading Wharton’s “Poor Archer”: A Mr. “Might-have-been” in The Age of  Innocence’

...for if nothing else,  this  piece of fiction is an urgent, encouraging appeal for its readers to abandon unrealizable 
fantasies for the actual, deep pleasures  that “real life” can afford. Newland Archer is Wharton’s quintessentially 
American hero... [who] can learn about himself and his native land only an encounter with the perversions of 
ancient European civilizations—an encounter that is provided by... a foreign visitor, Ellen (Introduction, xxii).

After the war had ended, Wharton hoped that America too would embrace maturity—that as a country it would 
begin to seek a balance between “tradition” and “experiment”, between “renunciation” and “satisfaction”—and 
would ultimately achieve the judicious wisdom that had fortified france in her mortal peril.  In the early postwar 
years, she was optimistic about America’s future.  “We are growing up at last;  and it is only in maturity that a man 
glances back along the past, and sees the use of  the constraints that irritated his impatient youth” (Introduction, xxii).

Cynthia Griffin Wolff, Introduction to Penguin edition of  The Age of  Innocence.

Is life then, itself a Bildungsroman in which we learn and become? Wharton presents the balance between 
fantasy and reality / renunciation (of our ‘dreams’) and satisfaction (with our ‘realities’) as a delicate one 
every individual must come round to achieve. Life always o!ers us lessons but not always those we want.
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